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After over 15 years of training as an elite gymnast and over a decade of coaching, Coach Carl
Paoli offers a fresh philosophy on training by connecting movement styles to fit your specific
purpose, while also giving you a simple framework for mastering the basics of any human
movement. Freestyle: Maximize Your Sport and Life Performance with Four Basic Movements is
an interactive way to learn how the body is designed to move through space and how to interact
with our constantly changing surroundings. Using this framework and four basic movements,
Paoli will help you maximize your efforts in sport and life, regardless of specialty. Despite Carl's
experience as an elite gymnast and a renowned CrossFit coach, this is not a book about
gymnastics, CrossFit, or any specific fitness program. Rather, it is a unique take on how Carl
studies and teaches human movement and how you can better understand how to move
yourself. Carl is not going to teach you the specifics of a movement or sport; instead, he gives
you a template that you can use to develop any specific movement. For example, instead of
teaching you how to throw a baseball, this book teaches you a universal foundation that will help
you further develop your pitching skills. Human movement is intuitive, but not always perfect.
This book shows you how to: * Turn on and trust your intuition about movement * Use tools that
help optimize imperfect movement * Tap into the universal movement patterns and progressions
underlying all disciplines * Use Carl Paoli's movement framework to create roadmaps for your
physical success * Learn what being strong really means Freestyle is a practical manual to
develop human movement regardless of your discipline. It is equally applicable to veteran
athletes, weekend warriors, fitness enthusiasts, people trying to pick up a new sport, and people
who are simply curious about improving their health. By developing your awareness and learning
to see across other disciplines, you can tailor any training regimen to meet your unique goals.
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EL, “A lot to learn here. This is a beautifully produced book with a ton of learning points in it.
They really went to town on the graphics and photos. I’m not sure why the muscle-up is
considered one of the 4 key moves to learn, I’m not convinced it is, but otherwise I am very
impressed with this work, it added to my understanding of movement mechanics and I was able
to apply that immediately in training my clients.Definitely worth its considerable weight in dollars,
or baht, whatever currency you’re paying for it in.”

C. J. Blackman, “Major nuggets/gems gained from this book. This is hands down one of the best
books I've read about movement, and training the fundamental patterns required for competitive
success or optimal movement.The descriptions are very thorough, the pictures are well done
and simple to understand. The book is definitely not a light read but because it is tangible in
content and and includes a lot of information I can refer back month to month or year to
year.Love this book, and I have watched the authors vids on YouTube and Instagram and have
gained a wealth of knowledge from both the book and his media channels.”

Wayne B., “Well done book. I have only just glanced at the book and read a few pages. It's
loaded with pictures and exercises and is very well done. it appears to be mostly for people who
want to train. It is not what I expected but nevertheless appears to be a very good book.”

Justin McClintock, “Great book, very useful. I return to it all the time.. This book lays out
fundamental movements along with the why and how, and details progressions to build them
and use them. As a coach I love the straightforward presentation and clear demonstrations, and
as an athlete I love the advanced progressions. I also got to attend a seminar with Carl, and it
was great-- straight out of the book. Buy it, you'll use it often.”

Randy, “One of my favorite books about human movement. One of my favorite books about
human movement. Carl does a great job explaining how he views exercise. He gives
progressions for the four basic movements he believes are most important. This progressions
can basically be applied to any exercise program. I liked this one so much, I wish Carl would
write another book! I come from an exercise background but I still found tons of great
information!”

chubby, “Must have for all bodyweight training.. Great book for entry level and beyond.Always
breaks down any exercise in several progressions easy to make the transition into an achievable
goal.”

Scott Iardella, MPT, CSCS, CISSN, “Phenomenal, Unique, & Essential (Even if You're Not a
CrossFitter). First, I should say I am not a "CrossFitter" at all and my training approach is very



different.I was really curious about how much information could be in a book that was subtitled
about "4 basic movements."I read a lot of books and this book is very unique. The level of detail
is literally outstanding. As a former Physical Therapist, it's very exciting to see books like this
come out and Carl delivers a "work of art" in what will surely be a "classic" reference book for
human movement.The great thing about this book is that it provides the foundation for strong,
quality movement to improve performance in sports or "functional activities." The book covers
so much information and it's VERY comprehensive - way beyond just the 4 basic
movements.Even though the book is packed with content at over 400 pages, it's very easy to
read, organized extremely well, and keeps you engaged in the material.It was also great to see
programming included, as well as some interesting and inspiring athletic profiles at the end.If
you're a serious fitness enthusiast, coach, athlete, or trainer, this is a MUST HAVE because it's a
book you will learn from, use often, and constantly refer back to. The practical application is
amazing!It's essential reading, in my opinion. Phenomenal book on human movement and
performance training.”

Greg, “Paoli’s greatest strength is his ability to regress and progress a .... Carl Paoli’s Free+Style
is a comprehensive look at four basic physical movements and a thorough description of how to
apply these movements to other sports, exercises and everyday life. Paoli’s greatest strength is
his ability to regress and progress a particular movement, modifying it to make it simpler to
perform or showing how it can be advanced into more difficult feats of strength. He manages to
break down complex tasks into discrete actions, explains how to perform each action as
efficiently as possible, and how to reassemble these actions into a more refined and stronger
complete movement. Moreover, he outlines how to develop progressions for other movements
not contained in this book. The book falls a bit short on a complete description of biomechanics,
omitting explanations such as why external rotation promotes more stable shoulders and hips
and allows for more efficient movement. And some exercise descriptions in the brief section on
programming do not appear to refer to the titles of movements in the main section of the book.
Still, Free+Style remains one of the better books available on human performance, and Paoli’s
skill in describing human movement for individuals at every level of physical fitness is second to
none.”

Dirk Wilson, “Amazing. Excellent book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Great book”

Kurt, “Five Stars. Brilliant!”

gigi, “Great book! Highly recommend it. Great book ! Highly recommend it”

The book by Carl Paoli has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 253 people have provided feedback.
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